
Hi!

This week we will be carrying on with compound and 
polysyllabic words.

Can you remember from last week what they are? 

Have a go at the activities on this PowerPoint and 
then see if you can find the words in the word search 


Don’t forget to practise spelling the words on Spelling 
Shed, too!

Miss Whitney





What is a word that is made of 2 separate words called?

computer word

connecting word

compound word

compound 
word



Click on the right pictures to make the compound word.

football



Click on the right pictures to make the compound word.

lighthouse



Copy this sentence onto a whiteboard and fill in the compound word 
shown in the picture.

You can see a                            in the sky if 
it is sunny and raining at the same time.

Answer

You can see a rainbow in the sky if it is 
sunny and raining at the same time.



Can you find all the compound words in these sentences?

Sometimes I play football on the 
playground, outside my classroom. If we 
get too loud and boo at each other, our 
teacher comes out and tells us it sounds 

like we belong in a farmyard!

Copy each word on a whiteboard like this:

lighthouse = light + house



I play             on the                                                      
playground, outside my classroom. If we 
get too loud and boo at each other, our 
teacher comes out and tells us it sounds 

like we belong in a farmyard!

sometimes = some + times

football = foot + ball

playground = play + ground

outside = out + side

classroom= class + room

farmyard = farm + yard

Sometimes football
playground outside

farmyard

classroom



lighthouseClick to start 

h ou se

Can you complete the compound word before 
the crab reaches his new shell? 

Read the word then use the letters to spell the 
missing part on your whiteboard. 



roombathClick to start 

b hat



blackberryClick to start 

b rr ey



teatimeClick to start 

t eim



bedroomClick to start 

o rom



Here are this week’s spellings to practise.

football

playground

farmyard

bedroom

blackberry

lighthouse

sometimes

bathroom

classroom

teatime

Work hard to 
learn them.




